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The seventh profile in the Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner ACTOR PROFILE series features film

and theater actor, THOMAS MICHAEL DUBYNA. This series (in interview form) is in process to “get to

know” some of our own northeastern Ohio talent. Profiles will feature equity and non-equity actors,

stage and screen actors, as well as young, old and in-between actors. These are your peers and your

neighbors - please enjoy!

Full Name: Thomas Michael Dubyna 

Age: 53 

Years acting: 31 

“Day” Job: Retired auto worker/ full time actor 

Resident city: Strongsville, OH

Thomas M. Dubyna
Thomas M. Dubyna
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Kate Miller: Tom- you’ve done a lot of screen work. How does acting for the screen differ from the

stage? 

Tom Dubyna: You get redos in TV/film, and it’s live on the stage. I’ve done them all, but really prefer

film/TV.

KM: Why did you start acting? 

TD: Therapy, and I enjoy the activity and being around like-minded people.

KM: Why do you love acting? 

TD: Being able to put my heart into my work.

KM: What’s your favorite role you’ve ever played? 

TD: Anything intense.

KM: And why is that? 

TD: I have always been addicted to intensity. I like deep emotional scenes, making others feel.

KM: So what is your dream role? 

TD: A kind, loving gentle man that saves the day, and really kicks ass when he needs to.

KM: When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up? 

TD: Professional athlete… a TV personality.

KM: Any other actors in your family? 

TD: No.

KM: Who are your favorite actors and actresses? 

TD: Clint Eastwood, Mel Gibson, Kate Beckinsale.

KM: What do you do to get through a rough tech week? 

TD: Haven’t had a rough one yet, I seem to be able to make them easy.

KM: How do you prep for an audition? 

TD: On cold calls, I read the sides one or two times, ask for the character’s background, put myself in

his shoes, and read. If I need to memorize something I do the same, but repeatedly read the script.

KM: How do you reward yourself for getting a role you wanted? 

TD: Just being happy.

KM: And what do you think is the hardest part about acting? 

TD: Getting the job.

KM: What are you working on currently? 

TD: I am going to begin working on a trailer for a film, but can’t share details beyond the fact that it is

a military film, and it is a part that I feel made for.



KM: What advice do you have for actors looking to break into film / modeling / commercials, etc? 

TD: As far as advice for those wanting to cross over to the screen and runway, the first step is already

done- simply by wanting it. When you want to do something, the transition is more satisfying. The

stage can be more satisfying, though, because the scenes are played out to completion- it made me

feel like I was done. On screen, everything is done in takes, and can make an actor feel like only

acting in parts, not done, and not living out the entire scene. When you see the end product on the

screen, it is so good, though. As far as runway, I think you just need to allow the exhibitionist in you

out, and in this market, to have fun and smile, work yourself and the crowd.

KM: Hobbies? 

TD: Hiking / Dogs.

KM: So you have a dog. 

TD: One German Shepherd dog.

KM: Last question: Why do YOU think Cleveland rocks? 

TD: It’s an all-around great city, from the great cost of living to the natural resources. And it’s my

home.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related story or event? Contact KATE MILLER at

KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!

Kate Klotzbach
Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner
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